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ABstRAct

The	 purpose	 of	 this	 paper	 is	 to	 verify	 the	 presence	 of	 Balassa	
–	Samuelson	effect	and	estimate	it	for	Albanian	economy.	Investigation	
of	Balassa-Samuelson	 (BS)	constitutes	an	 important	aspect	 for	 the	
monetary	policy	pursued	by	central	banks,	because	it	lays	emphasis	
on	 the	 relation	 between	 relative	 productivity	 of	 tradable	 to	 non-
tradable	sectors	of	a	small	and	open	economy	and	relative	prices	of	
both	sectors.	Theoretically,	the	presence	of	a	positive	relation	would	
support	 the	 fact	 that	 inflation	 is	 influenced	by	 relative	productivity	
growth.	Making	use	of	econometric	models,	this	paper	estimates	the	
domestic	and	foreign	BS	effect	on	inflation.	In	order	to	carry	out	the	
estimations,	 data	on	 value	added	and	employees’	 number	 in	 the	
economy	sectors	are	made	use	of.	Various	proxies	for	productivity	
of	tradable	and	non-tradable	sectors	of	the	economy	are	estimated	
through	them.	Also,	proxies	for	various	relative	prices	and	different	
classifications	of	the	economy	sectors	are	employed	to	fully	test	the	
BS	effect.	The	results	indicate	that	there	exists	a	positive	correlation	
between	relative	productivity	and	relative	prices,	a	fact	that	supports	
the	research	on	BS	effect	in	Albania.	Quantitative	estimates	indicate	
that	this	effect	has	had	a	moderate	impact	on	inflation.	The	material	
displays	also	the	results	of	a	more	specific	model	of	 this	effect	on	
real	exchange	rate	trend.	Co-integration	analysis	between	REER	and	
relative	productivity	differential	concludes	 that	 in	 the	 long-run,	 the	
implications	are	more	obvious	on	the	REER.	It	is	assessed	that	shocks	
only	from	productivity	differentials	lead	to	disequilibrium	of	the	REER,	
which	may	return	to	equilibrium	after	a	relatively	 long	period.	The	
results	of	the	study	help	exploring	the	model	of	the	general	exchange	
rate	equilibrium	in	Albania.	

Key	words:	Balassa-Samuelson	effect,	relative	productivity	and	prices,	
real	exchange	rate.
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�. intRoduction

An important issue of broad discussion for transition countries 
is whether inflation is a pure monetary phenomenon, whether it 
reflects the productivity growth differential between tradable and 
non-tradable sectors of the economy or whether it is a combination 
of both effects simultaneously. today the problem is extended 
over a broader plan: to what extent the productivity growth in the 
economy is reflected to inflation and real exchange rate performance 
(ReeR)? this issue has been in the focus of economists, to estimate 
the degree of convergence of transition economies during their 
run-up to european union accession. the implementation of 
policies for maintaining price stability, and in this framework, for 
controlling inflationary pressures, in order to meet the maastricht 
criteria, is regarded as an important process for central banks. this 
is so because the implementation of policies that intend one-sided 
reduction of inflation may slowdown the economic growth and the 
overall economic development (olters, 200�). various studies have 
used the Balassa-samuelson (Bs) theory to estimate the process of 
price adjustment. 

the study of the Bs effect is important even for other transition 
economies, because it closely implicates the way the monetary 
policy is implemented. the case of rising inflation and steady 
exchange rate appreciation as a result of productivity growth would 
not require the taking of strict measures by monetary policy, in 
order to restrain it. the opposite would occur, if these phenomena 
were verified in the absence of relative productivity growth. 

in this aspect, Albania constitutes an attractive case for studying 
the correlation between relative productivity and relative prices, 
using the Bs theoretical framework. Albania was expected to 
experience a very large growth of productivity while moving 
towards market economy. Given that its overall development level 
lagged largely behind that of advanced economies, there was a 
great potential for productivity convergence between Albania and 
advanced economies. moreover, the avoidance of distortions 
inherited from the extremely centralized and closed economy, was 
expected to bring about additional productivity growth, taking into 
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account that under central planning administration, the production 
level had been lower than that of other economies. 

the paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the 
theoretical framework and hypotheses on which the presence of the 
Bs effect is set up. section � explains the economic rational behind 
the domestic and international Bs effect, and its impact on the 
inflation and real exchange rate trends. variables and importance 
of having a reliable database for studying the phenomenon, 
particularly in Albania’s case, are dealt with in section �. the 
study of the presence of base hypotheses, as prerequisites for the 
existence of the Bs effect in Albanian economy and the results of 
estimations from econometric models are provided in sections � 
and �, respectively. section 7 brings the main conclusions related 
to this research. 

2. tHeoReticAl BAckGRound on tHe 
BAlAssA – sAmuelson 

Balassa and samuelson (�9��), independently provided a 
theoretical approach, intended to explain relative price and real 
exchange rate movements in a country due to supply-side factors. 
in its core, a larger productivity growth in transition economies 
may contribute to a higher inflation in these countries and to an 
appreciation of the ReR. keeping to this concept, the productivity 
growth differential between two countries affects the ReR through the 
tendency to get wages equalized between sectors and relative price 
differentials. this phenomenon is known as Balassa – samuelson 
(Bs) effect. in the simplest model, the Bs effect may be explained 
as an impact on consumer prices of a small country, due to 
productivity growth in tradable (t) sector. productivity growth would 
not lead to decreased prices in this sector, (a perfect competition 
is assumed), since prices of the tradable sector are determined in 
the world market. However, productivity growth will drive up real 
wages of the tradable sector. due to wage equalizing tendency, 
assuming perfect labour mobility among sectors in the long run, 
non-tradable prices will go up, in order to face additional costs of 
wage rise in this sector. 
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Researches over the last decade on Bs effect for various countries, 
have contributed to assessing the inflation structural model and 
exchange rate equilibrium. the theoretical framework of the Bs 
effect includes the estimation and testing of certain relationships, 
where each of them constitutes a certain degree of researching on 
the effect. they include: 

a) the relationship between relative productivity differential of the 
tradable sector versus the non-tradable sector of the economy 
and relative price differential of non-tradables versus tradables 
– within a country. this is known as the Baumol –Bowen (BB) 
effect.

b) the relationship between relative productivity differentials of 
the tradable sector versus the non-tradable sector between a 
certain economy and foreign economies and developments 
in relative prices (nt/t) and in real exchange rate - in other 
words, this relationship has to do with a more complete model, 
known as the Bs effect;

c) the long-run relationship between developments in real 
exchange rates and the Bs effect. the discovery of this 
relationship contributes to the study of underlying equilibrium 
of the real exchange rate, constructing a more elaborated Bs 
model. the latter permits the involvement of other fundamental 
variables, such as government expenditures, capital flows, and 
other explanatory variables. 

this paper tries to discover the BB and Bs effect, through links (a) 
and (b). the second relationship, which captures the Bs effect in the 
domestic economy relative to the euro area economy, is estimated 
according to two approaches. the first is based on the model 
treated by mihaljek and klau (200�), and Égert (2002), whereas 
the second is based on the model treated by loko and tuladhar 
(200�), through which it is aimed at estimating the role of the Bs 
effect on appreciating the ReeR trend. the above observations shed 
light, first of all, on the fact whether there has been a domestic and 
international Bs effect in the Albanian economy during the �99� – 
200� period. in a more advanced step, the conclusions drawn from 
the application of the second relationship, have been used to study 
the role of the long-run Bs effect in real exchange rate trends. the 
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conclusions drawn from this model support the verification of one 
of the base hypotheses for studying the exchange rate equilibrium 
in Albania. 

the domestic impact of the Bs (a) effect discovers the relationship 
between productivity differential of tradable versus non-tradable 
sectors and relative prices of non-tradable goods versus tradable 
goods of a country. schematically, this relation would be provided 
as follows: 

           (2.�)

where: t- denotes the tradable sector; nt – the non-tradable 
sector; prod – total productivity of production factors; p– the price 
level. 

different researchers (coricelli and jazbec, 200�; Halpern and 
Wyplosz, 200�), have tried to model the ReR, using the domestic 
Bs effect. But, such a modelling may generate distorted results, 
because relative prices of non-tradable goods relative to tradable 
goods influence only the domestic allocation of factors in the 
economy of the country, assuming the latter as isolated from 
foreign relations. 

in order to fill in this gap, the study of the international effect 
through link (b) comes to assistance, with the ReR entering the 
game. the literature presents two possibilities for carrying out the 
study of this link. the first and the simpler one is used by colinelli 
and orsi (200�) to model inflation in candidate countries for 
eu accession. According to it, the relation between productivity 
differentials across countries and the real exchange rate may be 
estimated according to the following relation:

              (2.2)

where, the asterisk (*) is used for the relevant variables of foreign 
countries. 
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According to this method, incorrect conclusions may be drawn, 
since it regards the relationship between productivities and relative 
prices as merged to Ref, a single link. 

to prevent this problem, Égert (2002) presented a more 
elaborated method. According to it, the relation between productivity 
and relative prices and the one between relative prices and real 
exchange rate may be studies in a more detailed way, based on 
the following relation: 

        (2.�)

Both (a) and (b) links are known respectively as a simple and 
complete framework of the Bs effect. their assessment is made 
under the conditions when some base hypotheses are verified or 
assumed as real. the hypotheses or main assumptions may be 
grouped as follows:

- A country’s economy is regarded as divided into two sectors: 
the tradable and non-tradable sectors, which produce 
respectively tradable and non-tradable goods�; 

- the assumption of absolute and relative purchasing power 
parity (ppp) is verified for tradable goods. due to trade 
integration, the tradable prices are assumed to be determined 
in the international market. trade integration implies prevention 
of trade barriers in the form of administrative and qualitative 
restrictions. consequently, wages in the tradable sector are 
related to the level of productivity in this sector; 

- productivity of the economy should be higher in the tradable 
sector than in the non-tradable one. productivity differential 
becomes the basis for the wage and price chain differentials 
in relevant sectors; 

- Wages are assumed equal in both sectors, or at least they 
present equalizing trends in a long run. one of the factors 
that promotes wage equalization between the sectors is the 
perfect labour mobility at home and abroad. Another factor 
that encourages wage equalization between the sectors is the 
participation of trade unions in the economy. the more present 
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these structures are, the more the wages among economy 
sectors tend to equalize. 

�. BAlAssA – sAmuelson model 

�.� Bs domestic effect

the structural inflation model may be studied in the Bs framework. 
this theory tries to relate the changes in the overall price level to 
the changes in the total production factors in tradable and non-
tradable sectors2. the traded goods sector has a higher productivity 
growth than the non-traded goods sector, given that traded goods 
sector uses the capital more intensively and is more exposed to 
competitiveness. productivity growth in this sector would bring about 
real wage rise. in the long run, higher wages in the tradable sector 
will serve as a driver for attracting labour force to this sector. non-
tradable sector producers, wanting to keep the labour force, are 
bound to raise wages in this sector. this wage rise carries over 
artificial elements, because it is not fully justified by productivity 
growth in the non-tradable sector of the economy. this constitutes 
an additional cost, which will be reflected in the final non-tradable 
prices. taking into account that the “law of one price” operates in 
small open economies�, the overall domestic price level would rise. 

Tradable sector (T) Non-tradable sector (NT)

Step 1
Relative productivity

ECONOMY

Scheme 1. BB effect

Step 2
Wages

Step 4
Wage equalization

Step 5
Prices 

Step 4
Wages

Step 3
Prices are exogenous 

Step 6
Inflation in NT sector/ Inflation in T sector
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According to kuzmina and lobakovs (200�), the BB effect may 
be schematically presented as follows: 

the relationship between productivity differential and relative 
price differential may be obtained through the cobb-douglas 
production function with constant income for both sectors: 

        (�.�.�)

        (�.�.2)

where, A, l and k denote: total productivity of factors of 
production; labour input; capital of tradable and non-tradable 
sectors, respectively. trade balance is assumed zero, a fact that 
may be real in the long run. 

Assuming perfect competition, factors of production and prices 
are taken as determined in advance. so, the firms choose capital and 
labour for profit maximization. factor prices tend to get equalised, 
assuming perfect mobility of labour and capital across them. profit 
maximisation problem of a firm is presented as follows: 

         (�.�.�)

        (�.�.�)

where, W is the wage rate and R is the rental rate on capital. We 
estimate k=K/L and find the first derivate:

          (�.�.�)
           (�.�.�)

            (�.�.7)
         (�.�.�)

Assuming perfect capital mobility, R is an exogenous variable, as 
it is the rental rate on capital (determined in the world market). the 
equations (�.�.�) - (�.�.�) represent a system of four equations in 
� unknowns (pnt, W, knt, kt).
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to solve this system, we express the equation (�.�.7) depending 
to kt:

          (�.�.9)

then we find the wage rate, substituting equation (�.�.9) into 
(�.�.�):

      (�.�.�0)

substituting (�.�.�0) into (�.�.�), we obtain:

           (�.�.��)

to find the relative prices of nt goods to t goods, we substitute 
(�.�.��) into (�.�.�):

        (�.�.�2)

where c is a positive constant. 

transforming the equation terms in the logs and applying the 
condition of constant returns to scale, one obtains the following 
equation: 

PNT	=	(aNT-aT)+	c         (�.�.��)

or

(pNT-pT)=f(aT-aNT)	 	 	                (�.�.��/a)

this relation represents the final form of the domestic Bs effect. 
However, along the time, relative price developments in non-
tradable goods depend mostly on technology advances. 
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�.2 inteRnAtionAl Bs effect: tHe RelAtionsHip BetWeen 
RelAtive pRoductivities AcRoss countRies And excHAnGe 
RAte developments 

the Bs effect for a certain country assumes a broader economic 
sense when foreign relations of that country are incorporated in the 
estimate. productivity level of the tradable goods sector is much 
lower in the developing countries than in the developed countries. 
Because prices are considered exogenous and wages are assumed 
to be a function of the level of productivity, it results that the wage 
rate dominating the tradable sector of the developing country is 
much lower than the wage rate of the same sector in the developed 
countries. due to the long-term process of wage equalization 
bias across sectors, the wages in the non-tradable sector are 
comparable to those of the tradable sector. consequently, non-
tradable price level will be lower in developing countries than in 
developed countries, a trend that would be reflected also in the 
overall price level: they would be lower in a developing country 
than in a developed country. making a summary, the international 
Bs effect based on the Égert (200�) chart is provided as follows: 

if the base hypotheses of the model are fulfilled and the equation 
(�.�.��) is verified even for the foreign country, the relationship 
between relative productivity and relative prices may be obtained 

)()( ** TTTt AWAW <

Wage equalization:
*** )(,)( NTTTNTTt WAWWAW ≈≈

*NTNT WW <ERPP NTNT •
*

<ERPP •*<

ER
P

P
<

*

Scheme 2. International BS effect

T sector’s productivity is higher abroad 
than in the domestic economy:

AT < AT*
PPP is fulfilled for the (T) sector
PT≈PT* • ER
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by using another variant of the equation (�.�.��/a), which is given 
by the equation: 

	(pNT-pT)	-	(pNT
*-pT

*)	=	f(aT-aNT)	-	(aT
*-aNT

*)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (�.2.�)

�.2.� international Bs effect and real exchange rate dynamics

the international Bs effect contributes to explaining the 
appreciating trend of the real exchange rate. it reveals how 
productivity growth, translated into domestic inflationary pressures, 
impacts on the real exchange rate. the dynamics of this effect, 
according to kuzmina and lobakovs (200�), is presented at 
scheme �. in compliance with the theoretical framework of the 
Bs effect, the domestic economy is expected to be a developing 
economy�, whereas the foreign economy is that of a developed 
country�. if the productivity differential growth (t/nt) is higher in 
the domestic economy than in the foreign country, thanks to the 
mechanism through which the international Bs effect operates, the 
domestic relative prices of non-tradable goods are higher than their 
benchmark in the foreign economy. Higher prices of non-tradable 
goods are transmitted to the overall domestic inflation and drive 
cpi movements, causing real exchange rate appreciation of the 
national currency, when the ppp condition is relatively fulfilled. 

Domestic economy Foreign economy

Inflation

NT prices
T prices

NT prices
T prices

Inflation

Productivity in T sector
Productivity in NT sector

Productivity in T sector
Productivity in NT sector

Step 1

Step 2 

Step 3

Real exchange rate appreciation

Scheme 3. BS effect on real exchange rate trend
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the assumption on the ppp presence for tradable goods sector 
may be verified through an indirect way. to this end, first the Bs 
theory approach relative to ReeR is clarified, through the following 
formulae: 

            (�.2.�)

calculating both sides of (�.�.�), one obtains the following: 

         (�.2.2)

After applying the log, the respective terms of expression (�.2.2) 
will be provided with lower case letters, respectively: e, p and p* at 
expression (�.2.�) of this sub-section.

q	=	e	+	p	*	-	p         (�.2.�)

consumer price index for every country may be expressed with 
the following expressions: 

p	=	 pT	+	(1	-	 	)p	NT	                (�.2.�)

p*	=	 *p*T	+	(1	-	 *	)p*	NT               (�.2.�), 

where,  is the share of tradable goods in the cpi basket of 
goods and services for the respective countries. substituting (�.2.�) 
and (�.2.�) at (�.2.�), the ReeR may be expressed in goods and 
services price function, according to tradable and non-tradable 
sectors. 

q	=	e	+	[ *p*T	+	(1	-	 *	)p*NT	]	-	[ pT	+	(1	-	 )pNT	]                 (�.2.�)

q	=	(e	+	p*T	-	pT)+[(1	-	 )(pT-pNT	)	-	(1- *) p*T	-	p*NT)	]          (�.2.7)

frequently, in order to simply treat theoretically and practically 
the estimation of the Bs effect, it is assumed that = * and the 
expression (�.2.7) is reduced into: 

q	 =	 (e+p*T	-pT)+{(1- )[(pT-pNT	 )-(p*T	 -p*NT)]}           (�.2.�)
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Whereas, as a growth rate, (�.2.�) would be expressed as: 

q’	=	(e’+p*T’	-pT’)+{(1- )[(pT’-pNT’	)-(p*T	’-p*NT’)]}									(�.2.�’)

the recent studies (mihaljek, klaus, 200�) estimate the Bs effect 
that takes into account the respective weights of the t/nt sectors at 
the goods basket, i.e., they apply the complete variant (�.2.7). this 
is so, because for baskets with considerable differences in these 
weights, the assumption = *, would bring about negotiable 
estimations of the Bs effect. therefore, in Albania’s case, we would 
consider ≠ *. 

As a growth rate, the expression (�.2.7) would be rewritten as 
follows: 

q’=(e’+p*T’-pT’)+[(1- )(pT’-pNT’)-(1- *)[(p*T’-p*NT’)]	 	 	 	 (�.2.7’)

in the expression (�.2.7’) and in its analogues, the part (e’+p*T’-pT’)	
represents the relative prices of the tradable sector in the domestic 
country versus those in the foreign country, simply referred to as the 
impact on the ReeR by the t sector. 

the residual term, [(1- )(pT’-pNT’)-(1- *)[(p*T’-p*NT’)]	represents the 
relative price differential of tradables versus non-tradables, in the 
domestic country versus those in the foreign country. this term is 
almost equivalent to the relative productivity differential and tries to 
capture the Bs effect (loko and tuladhar, 200�). for simplicity, the 
expression (�.2.7’) would be written as: 

q’	=	qT’	+	qBS’	           (�.2.9)

where, 

qT’	=	(e’+p*T’	-pT’)           (�.2.�0)

qBS’	=	[(1- )(pT’-pNT’)-(1- *)[(p*T’-p*NT’)]		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (�.2.��) 

According to Égert (200�), if it is assumed that capital mobility 
is perfect across both sectors (t and nt) and interest rates are 
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exogenous, the sectoral relative productivity differentials are 
reflected in sectoral relative price differentials, according to the 
expression:

pNT’-pT’	=	ßaT’	+aNT’      (�.2.�2)

where,

ß, represents the share of labour productivity of tradable versus 
non-tradable sectors;

aT	 ,NT’, represent respective labour productivities according to 
tradable and non-tradable sectors. thus, the expression (�.2.��), 
which is in focus of this material, may be rewritten in the function of 
the sectoral relative productivity differential. 

qBS’	=	[(1- )(aNT’-ßaT’)-(a*NT’-ßa*T’)]		 			     (�.2.��)

Based on equation (�.2.��), the Bs effect may be analysed by 
using the fluctuations and domestic changes of the ReeR (�.2.��) 
or the sectoral productivity differentials (�.2.��). this is also the 
indirect way of estimating the Bs effect. As long as the data on 
sectoral productivity are negotiable, one may use the equation 
(�.2.��), which measures the impact of sectoral productivity 
differential or the Bs effect on the ReeR change. A positive correlation 
between relative productivity differentials and the ReeR explains the 
presence of the Bs effect, if the assumption on the ppp presence 
holds for the tradable goods sector. this means that qt’ 0 and 
that fluctuations in the ReeR are determined only by the sectoral 
productivity differential. if the hypotheses on the ppp was verified, 
then from expression (�.2.9), qt’ qBs’ is obtained. in other words, 
one would accept that if there existed a purchasing power parity 
for traded goods sector across countries, the ReeR change would 
be determined only by the sectoral relative productivity differential 
across countries. Acceptance of the assumption that qt’ 0, and 
consequently, qt’ qBs’, is regarded as an ideal case for estimating 
the Bs effect for a country. 
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�. dAtABAse

conclusions drawn from empirical evidences depend greatly on 
the quality of data. the latter would imply: (i) the proper number of 
basic indicators needed for making the estimations; (ii) accepted 
reliability level for these indicators; (iii) sufficient duration of relevant 
series that would enable the application of various methods of 
econometric estimation. sections 2 and �, in parallel with the 
theoretical framework of the Bs effect demands a considerable 
number of indicators and various proxies, which would enable the 
capturing of the Bs effect. 

in principle, the minimum data base should contain indicators 
as: production or added value, number of employees, or in the 
best case the total productivity of the factors of production; the 
consumer price index and producer price index; the nominal and 
real exchange rates. productivity and price indicators should be 
available for the country under research and for the foreign country 
(countries). to capture and measure the relative productivity effect 
on relative prices, the division according to tradable and non-
tradable sectors is required for the respective indicators. profound 
studies in this area�, reveal that the sectoral division constitutes a 
debatable and determinant issue for the estimating process. 

this paper has made use of official data on production, 
employment and prices in the Albanian economy and in that of 
the euro area (�� countries). euro area is regarded as a foreign 
economy, with which Albania carries out trade exchanges. the 
convergence process is directly related to the meeting of standards 
in the framework of stability and Association Agreement with the 
european union. candidate countries and moreover, those aspiring 
eu membership (such as Albania), have as their benchmark, the 
economic indicators of the euro area. the catching-up process or 
gap narrowing between an aspiring country and the eu member 
states, is definitely associated with important structural changes in 
the economies of candidate countries in their run-up to european 
union. Reference to the euro area broadens the comparative base, 
without focussing the analysis only on some specific countries7. the 
long run development perspectives of the country, relate to the eu 
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integration challenges. studying the Bs effect from this viewpoint 
is assessed as more promising, since it makes use of a more 
representative information, which is symmetric and with an explicit 
vision for the future

the Bs effect is estimated on the basis of quarterly data on 
sectoral prices and productivity, the lek/euro exchange rate, and 
the real effective exchange rate (ReeR) for Albania and for the 
euro area. estimations are made on time series that extend along 
Q�:�99� to Q�:200� period.

�.� sectoRAl And RelAtive pRoductivity 

currently there is no any official indicator published in Albania 
for the total productivity of the factors of production (tpfp). for the 
tpfp, the proxy of labour productivity is largely used in literature. 
most studies have revealed that the use of such a proxy is done due 
to difficulties to impossibility for measuring the productivity from 
other factors of production (land and capital). 

 
in Albania’s case, labour productivity by sectors of the economy 

is estimated as a ratio of the added value for each sector to the 
respective number of the employees. Quarterly data on the added 
value are obtained from initial estimations of instAt (April 2007)� 
for the quarterly Gdp, for Q�: 200� to Q�: 200� period. An 
average growth rate is applied to each sector for 200�, as much 
as the expected economic growth of the country for this year9. for 
the period of Q�:�99� to Q�: 2000, the annual added value 
data (instAt, 200�) are taken. they are divided proportionally 
according to average annual weight of sales for each sector by 
quarters�0. 

the data on the employment by sectors are obtained from the 
results of the structural survey of economic enterprises on �99�-
200� period, reviewed after the disclosure of survey results on 
assessing the standard of living (lsms, instAt, 200�). lacking 
the data on the number of employees for 200� and 200�, the 
average annual growth rate over (2000-200�) is applied on the 
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basis of the last official data of 200�. this assumption is supported 
by data on gradual reduction of unemployment rate year on year��. 
the number of the employed for every quarter of each year is held 
unchanged (equal to the average number of the employed in the 
respective country). the productivity by sectors is measured as: 

productivity(i)=Added value(i) /number of the employees(i),, 
where i – shows the sector. 

for the euro area (�� member states), the respective productivity 
estimation is made according to the above formulae, taking quarterly 
sectoral data on the added value and on the employees�2. 

Building the productivity series, for both tradable and non-
tradable sectors of the economic activity, constitutes a very important 
element. field studies indicate that there is no any theoretical, fully-
specified rule for the classification of an economic activity in one 
sector or another. such a division depends on: availability (duration 
and frequency) of national accounts data; disaggregation degree 
by sectors and sub-sectors of the economy, based on international 
standards of national accounts statistics; on the specific economic 
features of the country, - such as sectoral profile development, the 
degree of the country’s economy openness in terms of exports, 
exchange rate role in the economy, etc. 

in Albania’s case, the branch of agriculture, hunting and fishery 
is excluded from the sectoral division. first, the data on the above 
branch, particularly those related to the number of the employees, 
are not reliable. According to official statistics of labour market 
for some years in a row (after ’9� and onward), this number has 
remained almost unchanged. this fact can not be justified, if one 
takes into consideration the massive migration of rural population 
towards urban areas and the emigration. the concern related to 
the unreliable figure on the employees would directly influence 
the agriculture productivity figure. secondly, mihajljek and klau 
(200�), provide a strong economic reason for the non-inclusion 
of the relevant branch in the tradable sector of the economy. the 
trade of agricultural and animal products (prices) is deformed by 
the common Agricultural policy. free trade agreements��, have 
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imposed a price policy almost independent of relative productivity 
differential or competitiveness. public administration, defence and 
social protection sectors are not included in the non-tradable 
sector, because of the difficulty in interpreting labour productivity 
indicator in these sectors. 

the tradable and non-tradable sectors are divided on the basis 
of sector’s weight in exports and/or the competitiveness size of 
different sectors of the economy in the international market. de 
Gregorio, Giovannini and Wolf (�99�), define as tradable those 
sectors for which the export share to total production is larger than 
�0 percent. mihaljek and klau (200�) were also based on this 
criterion for the sectoral division of productivities. the selection 
of reference export share is a negotiable point and it is charged 
with subjective elements. in various studies, the reference share 
may be higher (20% in slovenia’s case) or even lower. in Albania’s 
case, the average share of exports to sales volume over Q�:200� 
– Q�:200� period (see table �) is used for judging on such a 
criterion. 

Table	1	Average	share	of	exports	to	sales	volume	by	sectors	
sectors export share to sales volume (%)
industry 20.�
construction �.2
trade, hotels and restaurants �.�
transport and telecommunication ��.�
other services �.�
economy�� �.9

the following branches are included in the tradable sector: 
industry, transport and telecommunication, because of the 
relatively high share of exports to the sales volume��. construction 
is also included in this sector, though from export profile viewpoint 
it should have been included in the non-tradable sector. this is 
so because, given the high price level, relatively comparable with 
foreign ones, it behaves as for a tradable sector. the non-tradable 
sector includes mainly services: “trade, hotels and restaurants”; 
and “other services”. A better view may be given by the division 
of sectors into sub-branches, but the current disaggregation of all 
indicators simultaneously (according to the added value, sales and 
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employment) is not available. However, in order to have a more 
explicit idea on the impact of sectoral divisions for estimating the 
Bs effect, likewise Égert (200�), this research has also provided 
some variants or other combinations of sectoral division, along with 
the above-mentioned one, which is regarded as the core division. 
the basic variant of classification is similar to the one applied by 
mihajljek and klau (200�), Randveer and tober (2002), coricelli 
and jazbec (200�), de Broeck and slok (200�) in their researches 
for estimating the Bs effect (Gutsalyuk, 200�)��. 

concluding about this point, regardless of the problems faced 
about sectors’ classification, particularly about those of in-between 
nature, there is evidenced a tendency of researchers to simplify the 
considerations on sectoral division. 

on the basis of tradable and non-tradable sectoral divisions, 
two productivity estimations of the tradable sector and three 
productivity estimations of the non-tradable sector were calculated. 
tables 2 and � provide the estimations of productivity for each 
sector (depending on the economy sectors’ involvement) and the 
relative productivity, respectively. 

Table	2	Sectors’	division	and	relative	productivity	
estimation Relative productivity code  t sector nt sector

� lp�= t_ prod/nt_prod_�

t_ prod: 
industry, construction, 
transport and 
telecommunication

nt_ prod_�: 
trade, Hotels, 
Restaurants and others

2 lp2= t_prod/nt_prod_2

t_prod:
industry, construction, 
transport and 
telecommunication

nt_prod_2:
trade, Hotels and 
Restaurants

� lp�=t_prod_�/
nt_prod_�

t_prod_�:
industry, construction

nt_prod_�:
transport and 
telecommunication, 
trade, Hotels and 
Restaurants and 
others

Table	3	Division	 of	 sectors	 and	 relative	 productivities	 between	
Albania	and	the	euro	area
code for relative 
productivities 
across countries 

code for relative 
productivities in 
the euro area

 tradable sector 
for the euro area

nt sector for 
the euro area
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lp�_ex= lp_�/lp_eu
lp2_ex= lp_2/lp_eu
lp�_ex== lp_�/lp_eu

lp_eu=
t_prod_eu/
nt_prod_eu

t_prod_eu: 
industry, 
construction, 

nt_prod_eu: 
All others

lp�_ex= lp_�/lp_eu_�
lp�_ex= lp_2/lp_eu_�
lp�_ex= lp_�/lp_eu_�

lp_eu_�=
t_prod_eu_�/
nt_prod_eu_�

t_prod_eu_�:
industry

nt_prod_eu_�:
All others 

�.2 sectoRAl And RelAtive pRices

the most commonly used proxies in literature are the Gdp 
deflator and producer price index for tradable goods sector and 
the consumer price index for non-tradable goods sector. A more 
accurate way is the cpi disaggregation into tradable prices and 
non-tradable prices, which was used by mihaljek and klau (200�) 
and Égert (200�). this study has followed the method suggested 
by the above-mentioned authors, because using cpi as a proxy for 
tradable prices did not turn out to be suitable. in Albania’s case, 
the sectoral division of the cpi basket is reviewed�7, comparing it 
to the one treated in the preceding studies��. this review is made 
on the basis of information from instAt relative to the imported 
share of �� sub-groups of the 200� cpi basket. According to this 
information and the field experts’ judgement on potential changes 
over 200�-200�, it is assessed that the sub-groups of the imported 
weight �0% are expected to be included in tradable prices and the 
part that does not satisfy this condition is expected to be included 
in non-tradable prices of goods and services. from the average 
weighted cpi aggregation, normalised at the value �, of respective 
sub-groups, we come to cpi according to tradable and non-tradable 
sectors. Based on this concept, the weight of tradable and non-
tradable goods in the cpi basket resulted to �� and �� percent, 
respectively. this division is assessed to be more accurate from the 
economic viewpoint than from the previous ones. it makes use of 
information on imported weight of the cpi basket of goods, while 
other measures, lacking this information, divide this basket more on 
the basis of physical feature of transport of goods and services. 

the cpis series of the tradable and non-tradable sectors for the 
euro area are the ones estimated and used by mihaljek and klau 
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(200�). According to them, the Hcpi basket division for tradable and 
non-tradable prices is around �9.� and �0.� percent, respectively 
(see Appendix 9.�). on the basis of above estimations, below are 
presented alternatives of relative price calculations. 

Table	4	Relative	prices*
estimation Relative price code t goods prices nt prices 

� pR�= 
cpi_pt /cpi_t

cpi _t cpi_nt

� pR�=
cpi_nt /cpi_t_�

cpi _t_�
tobacco and oil prices excluded cpi _nt

� pR�=
cpi_nt_� /cpi_t_�

cpi _t_� cpi _nt_�

note: (*) in the case of international Bs effect, the relative prices are marked with 
Rp_ex and are measured with the ratio of the cpi of the country to cpi of the euro 
area. 

�. fActs And BAsic tHeoReticAl 
HypotHeses of tHe Bs pHenomenon: 
AlBAniA’s cAse

�.� fActs fRom tHe AlBAniAn economy

the graphical presentation of the sectoral data of relative prices 
and productivity helps create the initial idea on the presence of the 
Bs phenomenon in Albania for the period under study. 

labour productivity (t_prod and t_�_prod) has increased faster in 
tradable than in non-tradable sector of the economy. in accordance 
with the theory, the productivity growth in tradable sector leads 
to increased non-tradable prices, which is easily noticed in chart 
2 – where the non-tradable prices are higher than those of the 
tradable sector. the differential between them is smaller in the case 
when oil and tobacco prices are excluded from calculation of the 
tradable price index (cpi_t_�) and in the case when energy, water 
and rent prices are excluded from the calculation of non-tradable 
price index (cpi_nt_�).
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�.2 BAsic tHeoReticAl HypotHesis

�.2.� sectoral productivity behaviour

the core of productivity hypothesis stands in the parallel growth of 
relative non-tradable prices with the relative productivity growth of 
the tradable sector. this relationship (in all possible combinations) 
is reflected in the following chart. it result that:

(i) in all sectoral combinations, tradable sector productivity is 
higher, in levels and in annual growth rates, than labour productivity 
in the non-tradable sector. 
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(ii) either graphically or from the calculations, the annual growth 
rates of relative productivity of the tradable sector are reflected 
partially in the annual growth of relative prices of the non-tradable 
sector. Relative productivity growth rates are on average higher than 
those of the relative prices. Annual average rates�9 of productivity 
growth are about 2� percent, whereas those of relative prices are 
only � percent. 

�.2.2 perfect labour mobility across sectors

market liberalization reforms after ’90s have also affected the 
labour market. the mobility from one sector to another is driven 
by factors that have to do first of all with the privatisation reform. 
At the beginning of this process, labour mobility from one sector of 
the economy to another was more or less chaotic and was dictated 
by the need for finding a suitable job, where wage might have 
been one of the variables influencing in the decision-making of 
the job seeker, but not the most important one. the fact that about 
�2 percent 20 of those employed in the private sector lack regular 
job contracts with the employer, indicates that labour mobility is 
not conditioned by contractual (legal) elements; moreover, it may 
be regarded as ”released” from such a condition. the employees 
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may pass from one sector to another, without being subject to 
obligations. Also, employers are not subject to higher wage 
pressure from employees, because even in this case no contractual 
obligations exist. this argument is highlighted even more under 
the conditions when the role of trade unions protecting the rights 
of the employees is still vague in Albania (nasto, Çeliku 200�). 
About ½ of the employees state that they do not have negotiating 
force in the process of wage setting and review2�. Given the above, 
it seems that in the employee-employer relations, the determinant 
role is played by the latter one. the economic factors, such as low 
wage level in Albania versus that of the eu member states, and 
the presence of economic emigration of Albanians, support the 
idea that the motive for achieving a higher wage and better living 
conditions, is to a certain degree sufficient to induce labour force 
to move from the domestic market to the international one. the 
degree of openness is almost one-sided, i.e., no barriers exist in 
the domestic aspect, whereas in the foreign aspect they are still 
strong. the assumption of perfect labour mobility from one sector 
to another is based on the domestic plan, rather than on the foreign 
one. 

�.2.� equalization trend of sectoral wages 

sectoral wage equalization trend or the convergence towards 
higher wages in the tradable sector is a relatively difficult assumption 
to be verified, particularly by empirical arguments. in Albania’s 
case the issue is complicated by the presence of restricted, less 
reliable data on labour market and wages (imf, may 200�), due 
to high level of informality in this market. the data on wages by 
economy sectors are annual and extend over the period of �997 – 
200�. the use of various sources of information and the change of 
estimation approaches mostly generate discrepancy and structural 
breaking of the series. 

At this point, the goal is (i) to analyse whether there is any 
relationship between real wages and tradable sector’s productivity 
and (ii) to verify the equalising trend of nominal wages between 
both sectors. in an effort to verify this assumption, the approach 
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suggested by Égert (200�) is applied. According to this approach, 
the real wage (R_W) is obtained by indexing the nominal wage of 
the tradable sector of the economy with the index of the tradable 
prices measured by the cpi (t_ cpi), whereas the estimation used 
for approximating the productivities in this sector is used as an 
index of the real productivity of the sector. estimations are made 
for both classification approaches of the tradable sector of the 
economy (t_prod and t_�_prod) and only for the first approach of 
estimating the tradable price index .

in general, concerning the tradable sector, it results that 
productivity and the real wage have the same trend. this supports, 
at least with available data, the presence of the relationship between 
real wage and productivity development in the tradable sector.

(ii) the other step is the investigation of nominal wage trend 
across both sectors. it comes out that this process operates in terms 
of wage equalization trend for both sectors. the wages tend to 
get more and more equalised. As indicated even theoretically, the 
nominal wage of the tradable sector of the economy is higher than 
that of the non-tradable sector; a fact that results not only in the 
basic division of sectors, but also in other sectoral divisions22. the 
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almost absolute convergence across both sectors’ wages, though 
(the equalization) constituting an extreme case in the sectoral 
system of wages for an economy, leads to the second division of 
tradable versus non-tradable sectors2�. if we turn back to relative 
data, it results that the wage ratio is relatively steady over time and 
is independent of the approaches of tradable and non-tradable 
sectors’ division in the economy.

from 200� and on, in absence of official data on sectoral 
wages, an equalising trend of both sectors’ wages is observed, 
according to the survey carried out by Bank of Albania’s branches 
on businesses in various districts2�. the sectoral differences among 
average wages vary from � thousand to 2� thousand leks. though 
currently the series is very short to conclude, an equalising trend 
is observed between average wages of the tradable sector and 
those of the non-tradable sector for the coming period. this trend 
becomes more apparent (the variant Wages _t_� and Wages_
nt_�) when transport is included in the non-tradable sector. the 
relative wage indicator, denominated in non-tradable sector’s 
wages, tends to � in both cases. 
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Beyond the descriptive analysis of wage market trends, the results 
from the Granger-causality test indicate that the level of wages and 
their rise in the tradable sector leads to the wage developments 
in the non-tradable sector, with some lags (see Appendix 9.2). 
the signals from the wage developments in the tradable pass to 
the non-tradable sector, with not less than a six-month lag. With 
lags of more than four months, the causality direction is always 
statistically significant, from t  nt. the annual growth perception 
is transmitted in the same direction, but with a lag of not less than 
two years. 

facts and analysis of the base hypotheses of the Bs effect verify 
partially the presence of the Bs in Albania. However, the incomplete 
database and problems with the degree of the reliability, lead to 
the need for cautious considerations of the conclusions. 

�. BAlAssA – sAmuelson effect in tHe 
AlBAniAn economy 

�.� Bs domestic effect

this section deals with the relationship between relative productivity 
(t/nt) and relative prices (nt/t), within the Albanian economy, 
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through the simplest form of Balassa - samueson. the relation 
(�.�.��/a) may be further developed in terms of price indices and 
sectoral productivity according to the following equation: 

         (�.�.�)

this equation shows the relation between relative prices of 
nontradables in terms of tradables of the consumption basket (on the 
left) and relative productivity of tradables in terms of nontradables 
of the economy (on the right). in this phase, the estimation of such a 
relation aims to measure: (i) the extent to which relative productivity 
determines relative consumer prices in the economy, that is, how 
strong the inflation-productivity relationship is; (ii) the extent the 
inflationary pressures are added in the economy, due to increased 
differential across sectoral productivities. the answers related to 
the above elaborate further the judgement on their implications in 
the monetary policy followed by the central bank. A perfect case of 
the presence of the Bs effect would be when relative productivity 
growth is fully translated into relative price rise. 

estimations on the basis of the equation (�.�.�) will be made 
for four combinations of relative price series (Rp� - Rp�) and for 
three combinations of relative productivity series (lp� - lp�). the 
series are tested in advance for the stationarity by means of the 
Adf criterion. When they result as stationary at the level, the above 
equation is calculated by means of the ols method. otherwise, 
the estimation of the domestic Bs effect is made by means of the 
vecm2� method. 

from the stationarity test2� results that all series except for pR� 
and lp� are found stationary in the level (Appendix 9.�). for 
the stationary series27, the ols method is used to estimate the 
equation (�.�.�) and the results from the regression coefficients 
are interpreted directly as elasticity. the results obtained from the 
regression are reported in the Appendix 9.�.�. the positive relation 
between relative productivity and relative prices is verified in each of 
the combinations (ß2>0), supporting the presence of the Bs effect. 
this effect is estimated as weak, which is supported by low values 
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of the regression coefficient ß2. the highest coefficient ß2=0.0� 
resulted from the relation between Rp� and lp�, with R2

adj	= 0.��. 

for both proxies of relative productivity lp2 and lp�, the ß2 
coefficient varies in a relatively narrow band of 0.02-0.0�. this 
means that transport and telecommunication sector that was once 
classified as tradable and once as non-tradable, or the sectors that 
were not included in the estimation (such as ‘others’) do not have 
any determinant impact on the final result. 

interpreting the results, if the relative productivities lp2 and lp� 
increase on average by �0 percent, the relative prices measured by 
Rp�, Rp2 and Rp� will increase on average by about 0.2 and 0.2� 
percent, with a lag of one quarter. 

so, we may conclude that the impact of sectoral productivity 
differentials on relative prices is relatively weak in Albania. the ß2 
coefficient is regarded as low even if compared to the results of 
estimations for different countries (see table �). 

Table	4	Comparative	table	28	of	the	size	of	the	BS	effect	
country coefficient ß
croatia 0.�7
czech Republic 0.07
Hungary 0.9
poland �.2
slovakia 0.�
slovenia 0.2
Albania 0.0�

it is important to estimate the extent by which the overall price 
level of the country would be influenced by productivity differential. 
this would allow us to estimate additional pressures that productivity 
may cause on inflation. to measure the impact of productivity 
differential on the overall price level, the mihaljek and klau (200�) 
approach is applied. According to it, a combination of  coefficients 
value, of the average productivity growth in the country and of 
the non-tradables weight to the consumption basket would bring 
about the average price level differential (in pp), where relative 
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productivity has increased by � pp for the period under study (� 
years) (see the last column of table �)29. 

Table	5	Estimation	of	domestic	BS	effect
equation �.�.�

domestic  
Bs effectmeasuring the  

productivity
productivity growth 
differentials

contribution of 
productivity differentials 
to relative price rise

coefficients mean ß2

lp2 0.0�9 0.02 0.0�
lp� 0.02� 0.0� 0.0�

on average 0.0�

the conclusions drawn in this section refer to the case when 
the economy of the country is considered as isolated, abstracting 
from the economic relations, mainly the trading relations with other 
countries. this constitutes a “naïve” treatment of the Bs effect, 
since the economies are getting more and more opened and the 
globalization process is advancing rapidly. from this viewpoint, it 
constitutes only the first step of studying the Bs effect in the case of 
Albania’s economy. 

�.2 inteRnAtionAl Bs effect: tHe AppRoAcH studyinG 
cRoss-countRy RelAtive pRoductivity And RelAtive pRice 
coRRelAtion

to overcome the problem of studying under the conditions of 
an isolated economy, the broader model of the Bs is employed for 
the country’s inflation. the study of relative productivity and relative 
price relationship between Albania and the euro area places the 
analysis of the Bs effect on a more realistic ground. productivity 
differential effects on both economies under discussion are 
translated into relative price differentials. the latter may be amplified 
through real exchange rate developments. likewise in the research 
of mihaljek and klau (200�), the effects can be found through the 
equation (�.2.�). the results from the regression coefficients will 
help estimating quantitatively the Bs effect and the real exchange 
rate impact. equation �.2.� takes the following form:
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      (�.2.�/a)

  (�.2.�/b)

where, Hcpi_eu is the Harmonised consumer price index for 
the euro area, eR is the nominal lek/euro exchange rate; lpAl is the 
relative productivity index for the country and the lpeAis the relative 
productivity index for the euro area. 

the econometric procedure followed for estimating the 
international Bs effect is the same with that of the domestic Bs 
effect. Appendix 9.� presents complete results of stationary and 
regressive tests according to various approaches. the ols method 
is applied for stationary series, whereas non-stationary series are 
included in a vec model. 

Table	6	Estimation	of	the	international	BS	effect	
equation �.2.�/A equation �.2.�/B

international
Bs effect

measuring 
the 
productivity

log(ERt	/ERt-1)
productivity 
growth 
differential

(D(log(ERt	/ERt-1))

change of 
productivity 
growth 
differentials

ß� ß2 ß� ß2

lp2_ex 0.�� 0.0�0 0.�� 0.0�2 0.0�
lp�_ex 0.�9 0.0�� 0.20 0.0�� 0.0�
lp�_ex 0.�� 0.0�� 0.�7 0.0�� 0.0�

on average 0.0�

the impact of relative productivity differential between both 
economies on relative prices is low for the period under study. 
it comes out of the third column of table � that the productivity 
differential growth by � percentage point would be associated with 
increased inflation differential by 0.0��0 pp. the average growth�� 
of relative inflation (of the country against that of the euro area) 
would be the same, if the productivity differential in Albania grew 
by � percentage point faster than in the euro area. 

comparing the conclusions of the domestic versus the 
international Bs effect, it results that in both cases the Bs effect is 
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moderate. it influences the country’s inflation by around 0.0� pp in 
both cases. due to restrictions in perfect labour mobility from the 
domestic economy to that of the euro area, and low competition in 
exports and technology of the Albanian economy, no difference is 
evidenced between the domestic and the international Bs effect. it 
results that the inflation differential across countries is significantly 
influenced by the lek/euro exchange rate. the regression coefficient  
(second column, table �), denotes the exchange rate impact on 
relative prices (of Albania versus those of the euro area). the 
values of this coefficient are some times higher than those of the  
coefficients. their average is about 0.�. 

for the period under study, it has resulted that in the inflation 
differential versus that of the euro area (0.� percent), the exchange 
rate has contributed about �� percent, cross-country productivity 
differential has contributed only � percent (external Bs effect) and 
the rest is explained by other factors of monetary and non-monetary 
nature. 

�.� AnotHeR AppRoAcH foR estimAtinG tHe Bs effect And 
its lonG Run effect on ReAl excHAnGe RAte tRend 

Another approach for estimating the Bs effect is the one 
provided after dissagregating the ReeR according to the basic 
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formulae (�.�.�). this approach prevents the need for availability 
of productivity series by sectors, which constitutes a debatable 
issue, particularly when the disaggregation level of data is low 
(Albania’s case). the assessments may be sensitive to sectoral 
divisions (egert, 200�). Based on the ReeR�2 series - based on its 
estimations according to cpi, (vika, 200�) - and tradable and non-
tradable price indices for Albania and for the euro area, which are 
less contestable from their construction viewpoint, the constituent 
parts of the (�.2.�) formulae may be calculated. then the impact 
of each component on the ReeR growth rate will be analysed, in 
order to conclude whether a Bs effect is present or not and whether 
its relation to the ReeR constitutes or not a factor that is expected to 
influence in the long run. 

in calculating the ReeR, the european currency accounts for 
about �0 percent of the basket of foreign currencies. the most 
important trading partners of Albania are italy, Greece, Germany, 
turkey, and even china in three latest years. A better approach 
to the real value of the ReeR is achieved when using information 
on sectoral consumer price indices for Albania and for the euro 
area. Whereas, the ppi and cpi based approach for representing 
respectively the tradable and non-tradable sectors for Albania and 
the euro area, results with high deviations compared to cpi-based 
ReeR estimations (vika, 200�). 
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excluding 2002-200� period, the annual ReeR performance 
indicates a continuous appreciation of the national currency vis 
– a - vis the foreign currencies basket��. the results show slight 
deviations, because the estimations according to relations (�.2.�0 
– �.2.��), have taken into consideration only the price indices for 
the euro area and not those of other countries, already included in 
the calculation of the ReeR��. However, the trend of both estimations 
is the same and their annual rates in average terms are very close 
to each-other. 

the estimations indicate that for the period under study, there 
exists a very strong positive relation between the ReeR and its 
component qT’ which is determined by the relative price differential 
between the tradables of the euro area and those of the country. 
this relation is estimated by the correlation 0.9 and is simultaneous. 
the component of the sectoral productivity differential between 
Albania and the euro area (qBS’), presents a lower correlation, 
about 0.7, with the actual value of the ReeR. this relation is further 
strengthened for relevant annual rates, when a one-month lag is 
applied for the ReeR_Bs annual rate. the results indicate that for 
the period under study, the Bs effect has contributed to national 
currency appreciation, on average by �.� pp, while the other 
component, which provides the relative price differential between 
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the tradable goods of the euro area and those of Albania, results 
with a higher effect, about 2 pp, indicating that the latter is more 
determinant on the ReeR performance. moreover, the high positive 
degree of correlation and the weight of qT’	 to annual changes 
of the ReeR, indicate that the assumption on the presence of the 
ppp theoretical condition for the tradable sector, expressed in the 
relation qT’ 0, can not be fully verified for the Albanian economy. 

it seems that the ReeR movements, particularly toward 
appreciation, are attributed mostly to relative price differentials 
between the tradable sector of the euro area and those of the 
country. in other words, even the relative productivity differentials 
in the ReeR are transmitted mostly to the tradable sector, indicating 
that the assumption for the ppp can not be verified for our economy. 
Referring to above results, we conclude that Albanian economy is 
more in line with the conditions presented in column 2 (tab. �). 

	Table	8	PPP	hypothesis	and	Albanian	economy*	

if the ppp hypothesis for the t is verified: 
(�)

ppp hypothesis results for Albania: 
 (2)

qT’  0 qT’<0
qBS’<0 qBS’<0
q’<0 q’<0

note: * the negative values of the annual growth rates imply national currency 
appreciation.

A non-verified ppp for the Albanian economy means that the 
tradable goods of the country can not fully substitute the foreign 
ones from the viewpoint of the purchasing power of the currency. 
the low competitiveness of Albanian goods in the international 
market, reflected in a low performance of exports and the presence 
of obvious differences in technology, where low technology in our 
economy does not encourage high labour productivity growth, 
support the non-fulfilment of the ppp in our case. though positive 
efforts have been made in this aspect, it seems that the domestic 
economy is not yet capable of catching-up european standards, 
particularly through the productivity growth channel, which implies 
also a perfect labour mobility from one sector to another from 
Albania to the euro area countries. 
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However, the results of this approach indicate that sectoral 
productivity differentials (t/nt) between Albania and the euro 
area have encouraged the appreciation of national currency 
during period, maintaining its satisfactory equilibrium, particularly 
after 200�. further analysis is intended to explore whether the 
Bs effect is likely to play a more complete role in the long run 
ReeR equilibrium. to this end, the series of the ReeR and ReeR_Bs 
are tested for stationarity (the Adf test results are revealed in the 
Appendix 9.�.�.). they result non-stationary (at levels) and shift 
to stationary, being transformed to first differences. Absence of 
stationarity at levels opens the possibility of testing for the presence 
or not of a co-integrated vector (johansen test results, Appendix 
9.�.2.). the results indicate that a cointegrating relationship exists 
and moreover a long-term equilibrium may be verified between the 
ReeR and the Bs effect, thanks to relative productivity differential. 
the result on the adjustment coefficient (-0.�2) indicates that 
the shocks to the ReeR only because of the relative productivity 
differentials, may be equilibrated after about � quarters or after 
2 years. this result is comparable with the cases of estonia and 
lithuania (loko and tuladhar, 200�). the above results in terms 
of the relationships between productivity differential (presence of 
the Bs effect) and the real exchange rate constitute only the bases 
on which a more elaborated model may be set up for studying the 
long run equilibrium of exchange rate in Albania. 

7. concludinG RemARks 

in order to fulfil the purpose of this study for verifying the presence 
of the Bs effect in the Albanian economy over �99� – 200� and 
for estimating it, the following essential aspects were explored: (i) 
the presence and estimation of the strength of correlation between 
relative productivity and relative prices; (ii) the additional pressure 
on the overall price level as a result of relative productivity growth. 
Both these aspects were studied in the framework of the BB and 
Bs effect and the nominal exchange rate effect; (iii) the relation 
between cross-country relative productivity and real exchange 
rate developments (ReeR) in Albania’s case, shedding light on the 
construction of the exchange rate equilibrium model. 
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the most important findings, based on econometric analyses 
are:

• the fact that productivity differentials of the tradable relative to 
non-tradable goods sectors are positively correlated with non-
tradable price development relative to tradable ones. in other 
words, the domestic (BB) effect and the international Bs effect 
are verified. However, the strength of relationship between 
the relative productivity and relative prices in the domestic 
economy and between it and the euro area’s economy does 
not, in any case, result high; 

• from the quantitative viewpoint, comparing the conclusions of 
the domestic Bs effect versus the international one, it results 
that in both cases the Bs effect is moderate, only 0.0� pp. 
due to restrictions in perfect labour mobility from the domestic 
economy to that of the euro area, and the low competitiveness 
in exports and technology of the Albanian economy, no change 
has been evidenced between the domestic Bs effect and the 
international one;

• to judge on the presence of the Bs effect and to estimate it, a 
complete database was constructed to enable the economic 
analysis of factors and the base hypothesis of the Bs effect 
in Albania. Quantitative estimations in terms of the Bs effect 
were carried out, based on various alternatives of setting up 
proxies for measuring relative productivity and relative prices, 
as also recommended by respective literature. the work on the 
database has highlighted that lack of data of a higher frequency 
than annual and the lack of various indicators – particularly 
basic data on the real economy sector, such as production by 
branches, labour and wage market – currently does not create 
room for more profound studies. furthermore, it may bring 
about problems in interpreting the achieved results; 

• Because of the above reason, efforts have been made to 
estimate the Bs effect according to various alternatives of 
composition of tradable and non-tradable sectors of the 
economy. so, the transport and telecommunication sector 
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was once included in the tradable sector and once in the non-
tradable sector. the Bs model was tested for three relative 
productivity estimations. in every case, the correlation between 
relative productivity and relative prices was positive, testifying 
steady results.

• price convergence was based on the disaggregation of the 
consumer price index for Albania and for the euro area. 
some alternative series were constructed for tradable and non-
tradable prices. the cpi_t_� alternative excluded tobacco and 
oil prices from calculation, because they are greatly influenced 
by changes in taxes in international oil prices. the cpi_nt_� 
alternative excluded energy and water prices (as administered 
prices) and rent price�� from calculation of the non-tradable 
price index, which is not directly related to the Bs effect;

• the assumptions on perfect labour mobility and the relation 
between productivity differential and real wage of the tradable 
sector find empirical evidence. labour is perfectly mobile 
between both sectors of the country, and thus nominal wages 
between sectors tend to get equalised. Also, the real wage 
trend in the tradable sector is in line with the productivity in this 
sector; 

• from the simple correlations studying the domestic and 
international Bs effect, it resulted that the latter has operated 
in an incomplete way; however, the exploration of the 
relationship between relative productivity differential and 
ReeR denoted that the magnitude of impact is relatively high. 
Annual ReeR appreciation is estimated at �0 %, attributed to 
sectoral relative productivity differential between Albania and 
the euro area, and the rest is transmitted through the tradable 
goods price. the latter is evidenced as a strong channel that 
has further amplified the appreciating trend of the national 
currency versus the basket of foreign currencies, for the period 
under study. in this sense, the phenomenon of the presence 
of purchasing power parity for Albania can not be verified. 
this is due to low competitiveness of Albanian goods in the 
international market, reflected in a low performance of exports 
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and in the presence of low technology, thus not providing the 
proper stimulus for high labour productivity growth. 

• the drawn conclusions are estimated in the framework of 
implications for the monetary policy of the Bank of Albania. 
estimating the size of the Bs effect makes us conclude that this 
effect is not as strong as to determine inflation in the short and 
medium run. Hence, productivity growth – a supply side factor 
- does not cause a high and ongoing increase of price level in 
Albania; 

• from a long-term viewpoint, the implications are more obvious 
on the real exchange rate. though the results indicate that 
there are few appreciating pressures on the real exchange rate 
on the supply side, shocks only from productivity differentials 
may disequilibrate the real effective exchange rate, which may 
return to equilibrium only with a 2-years lag; 

• A specific research on exchange rate equilibrium has to be 
made. it is important to consider the presence of the Bs effect 
on setting-up a specific model on long-term exchange rate 
equilibrium, in spite of its moderate values in the short run. 

However, over the next few years, the contribution of the Bs 
effect to inflation and exchange rate developments in the Albanian 
economy may become more significant. While the transition to a 
market economy was characterized by productivity growth in both 
the traded and the non traded goods sectors, convergence to eu 
levels of economic competitiveness will require strong gains in the 
relative productivity of the traded good sector. this expected to 
take place following the convergence process of the country to 
eu standards in the framework of implementing the stabilization 
and Association Agreement. the enrichment of the database might 
bring new insights in the estimation of the Bs effect. therefore it is 
necessary the revision of this effect in the Albanian economy in the 
future.
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9. Appendix

9.� division of consumeR BAsket into t And nt pRices 

euro area*: 
t (goods and services) Weight  Weight (in %)
food ��� ��.�
Beverages �9.2 �.92
clothes 7�.� 7.��
equipment 77.� 7.7�
transport ���.� ��.��
Hotels and restaurants 9�.2 9.�2
total of t sector �9�.� �9.��
nt (goods and services) Weight  Weight (in %)
Housing ��9.2 ��.92
Health �0 �
culture 2�.9 2.�9
education 9�.7 9.�7
other services 9�.� 9.��
total of nt sector �0�.9 �0.�9
totAl of tHe BAsket �000 �00

note: *According to mihaljek and klau, 200�

9.2  GRAnGeR-cAusAlity test Results (WAGe level And 
AnnuAl GRoWtH) 

pairwise Granger causality tests
sample: �99�t� 200�t�
lags: 2
 null Hypothesis: obs f-statistic prob.
t wages do not Granger cause nt wages 2�  ��.�00�  2.�e-09
nt wages do not Granger cause t wages  0.�����  0.7�97�
lags: �
 null Hypothesis: obs f-statistic prob.
 t wages do not Granger cause nt wages 2�  �.��270  0.02�20
nt wages do not Granger cause t wages  �.��9��  0.2�0��
lags: �
 null Hypothesis: obs f-statistic prob.

Annual growth of t wages does not Granger 
cause Annual growth of nt wages.  �.72�0�  0.072�2

Annual growth of nt wages does not Granger 
cause annual growth of t wages 20  �.���22  0.20��2
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9.� testinG tHe seRies foR stAtionARity, usinG tHe Adf test

FOR	THE	SERIES	(PRI)

null Hypothesis: Rp� has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*

Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.�9����  0.0�7�
test critical values: �% level -�.2����0

�% level -�.��2��2
�0% level -�.2��2�7

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
 

null Hypothesis: pR2 has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.�7�9�9  0.000�
test critical values: �% level -�.2����0

�% level -�.��2��2
�0% level -�.2��2�7

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.

null Hypothesis: pR� has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -2.99�9�2  0.��9�
test critical values: �% level -�.2����0

�% level -�.��2��2
�0% level -�.2��2�7

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
 

null Hypothesis: pR� has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.29�7��  0.009�
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test critical values: �% level -�.2����0
�% level -�.��2��2
�0% level -�.2��2�7

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.

	
FOR	THE	SERIES(LPJ)

null Hypothesis: lp� has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -2.�2��90  0.�9�7
test critical values: �% level -�.29�729

�% level -�.����79
�0% level -�.2����2

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
 

null Hypothesis: lp2 has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: 7 (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*

Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -7.922���  0.0000
test critical values: �% level -�.�2�979

�% level -�.��0�2�
�0% level -�.22����

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.

null Hypothesis: lp� has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: 7 (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*

Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.������  0.000�
test critical values: �% level -�.�2�979

�% level -�.��0�2�
�0% level -�.22����

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
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9.� Results estimAtinG tHe coRRelAtion BetWeen RelAtive 
pRices And RelAtive pRoductivity: domestic tRAnsmission 
mecHAnism 

9.�.� By meAns of tHe (ols) metHod

Variant	I.	Testing	the	correlation	between	RP1and	LP2,	LP3
dependent variable: loG(pR�)
sample (adjusted): �99�Q2 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
newly-West HAc standard errors & covariance (lag truncation=�)
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 

c 0.00�7�� 0.00�0�� 0.9�2��2 0.��29
loG(pR�(-�)) 0.����72 0.0����0 ��.���90 0.0000
loG(lp2(-�)) 0.0�72�� 0.00���� 2.���779 0.0���

R-squared 0.9���2�  mean dependent var 0.�9�07�
Adjusted R-squared 0.9�0���  s.d. dependent var 0.���022
s.e. of regression 0.0277��  Akaike info criterion -�.2�0��9
sum squared resid 0.02��09  schwarz criterion -�.��7�7�
log likelihood 77.��70�  f-statistic 27�.�9�2
durbin-Watson stat �.��79�9  prob(f-statistic) 0.000000

dependent variable: loG(pR�)
sample (adjusted): �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �2 after adjustments
newly-West HAc standard errors & covariance (lag truncation=�)
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 

loG(pR�(-�)) 0.��02�7 0.0����� ��.���9� 0.0000
loG(lp�(-�)) 0.020�7� 0.0097�7 2.��2��� 0.0���
c 0.02���� 0.00���� �.�97920 0.000�

R-squared 0.92���0  mean dependent var 0.2�07�0
Adjusted R-squared 0.92����  s.d. dependent var 0.�022��
s.e. of regression 0.02����  Akaike info criterion -�.200��9
sum squared resid 0.02�2��  schwarz criterion -�.0�297�
log likelihood 70.20�22  f-statistic ��7.2�0�
durbin-Watson stat �.797�0�  prob(f-statistic) 0.000000

Variant	II.	Testing	the	correlation	between	RP2	and	LP2,	LP3
dependent variable: loG(pR2)
sample (adjusted): �99�Q2 200�Q�
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included observations: �� after adjustments
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 

loG(pR2(-�)) 0.�7929� 0.��0�79 �.�2���� 0.0002
loG(lp2(-�)) 0.0��2�0 0.00��7� 2.���29� 0.0�92
c -0.00��0� 0.009229 -0.��97�� 0.90��

R-squared 0.7��7�9  mean dependent var 0.0����7
Adjusted R-squared 0.72777�  s.d. dependent var 0.0�7�70
s.e. of regression 0.02����  Akaike info criterion -�.��9���
sum squared resid 0.0�9���  schwarz criterion -�.���09�
log likelihood ��.���7�  f-statistic ��.�����
durbin-Watson stat �.��7�79  prob(f-statistic) 0.000000
dependent variable: loG(pR2)
sample (adjusted): �99�Q2 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments

variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 

loG(pR2(-�)) 0.������ 0.�����7 �.77�209 0.0000
loG(lp�(-�)) 0.0�9��� 0.009��0 2.00�2�� 0.0���
c 0.00��2� 0.00�0�� 0.79���� 0.����

R-squared 0.729��2  mean dependent var 0.0����7
Adjusted R-squared 0.7�22��  s.d. dependent var 0.0�7�70
s.e. of regression 0.02��0�  Akaike info criterion -�.����92
sum squared resid 0.020��9  schwarz criterion -�.�00�7�
log likelihood �0.�9��0  f-statistic ��.07���
durbin-Watson stat �.��29��  prob(f-statistic) 0.000000

Variant	III.	Testing	the	correlation	between	PR4	and	LP2,	LP3
dependent variable: loG(pR�)
sample (adjusted): �99�Q2 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
newly-West HAc standard errors & covariance (lag truncation=�)
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 

loG(pR�(-�)) 0.��0��7 0.������ �.0��7�7 0.00�7
loG(lp2(-�)) 0.02���9 0.00��0� 2.�����9 0.00��
c -0.0�90�� 0.0����� -2.���7�7 0.0�92

R-squared 0.�97�7�  mean dependent var 0.00�7��
Adjusted R-squared 0.�7�2�0  s.d. dependent var 0.0�00�7
s.e. of regression 0.02���2  Akaike info criterion -�.20�2�7
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sum squared resid 0.02�77�  schwarz criterion -�.07097�
log likelihood 7�.�7�02  f-statistic ��.���0�
durbin-Watson stat �.���9��  prob(f-statistic) 0.000000

dependent variable: loG(pR�)
sample (adjusted): �99�Q2 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
White Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors & covariance
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 

loG(pR�(-�)) 0.�22��� 0.��20�9 �.9�7��� 0.000�
loG(lp�(-�)) 0.0299�� 0.0�2�0� 2.���07� 0.02�7
c -0.02��7� 0.0���9� -�.77���0 0.0���

R-squared 0.�702��  mean dependent var 0.00�7��
Adjusted R-squared 0.��9���  s.d. dependent var 0.0�00�7
s.e. of regression 0.029���  Akaike info criterion -�.��90��
sum squared resid 0.02�070  schwarz criterion -�.9��770
log likelihood 7�.0��99  f-statistic �2.�2077
durbin-Watson stat �.�799�2  prob(f-statistic) 0.000000

9.�.2 By means of the vecm method

Given that the application of the ols method is not accurate 
for non-stationary series pR� and lp�, the Bs effect estimated by 
means of these combinations is obtained from the application of 
the vecm method. About non-stationary series, first the johansen 
cointegration test will be applied, with the following specifications: 
a deterministic linear trend is assumed and the constant is included 
in the cointegration equation. the results are reported below: 

9.�.2.� johansen cointegration test.

LP1
sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
series: pR� lp� 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
unrestricted cointegration Rank test (trace)
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Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**

none *  0.��09��  2�.�9��9  2�.�72��  0.02�7
At most �  0.2700��  �0.700��  �2.��79�  0.09��

 trace test indicates � cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.0� level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values

 

sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
series: pR2 lp� 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**

none *  0.�0���0  ��.��2�7  2�.�72��  0.000�
At most �  0.2�2�9�  9.��2797  �2.��79�  0.����

 trace test indicates � cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.0� level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values

 

sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
series: pR� lp� 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**

none *  0.����97  27.�0���  2�.�72��  0.0���
At most �  0.279�72  ��.���22  �2.��79�  0.0��9

trace test indicates � cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.0� level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
**mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values
sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
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series: pR� lp� 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**

none *  0.�����9  �9.2�20�  2�.�72��  0.000�
At most �  0.2��9��  �0.��2��  �2.��79�  0.�00�

 trace test indicates � cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.0� level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values

PR3
sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
series: pR� lp2 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**

none  0.��7�27  2�.�20��  2�.�72��  0.0���
At most �  0.������  �.2��0��  �2.��79�  0.��0�

 trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.0� level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values

 

sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
series: pR� lp� 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**

none  0.���2�0  2�.��929  2�.�72��  0.072�
At most �  0.�72���  �.�2����  �2.��79�  0.�0��

 trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.0� level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values
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9.�.2.2 vec model

it results from the johansen test that the lp� series has 
cointegrating relationships with all relative price estimations, 
whereas the series Rp� does not reflect such a relationship with lp2 
and lp� estimations of relative productivity. 

As a second step, we construct the vec model. there is estimated 
only the equation that models relative prices as a dependent 
variable on relative productivity. there are accepted only statistically 
significant coefficients. the vec model has the following form: 

 
where Y and X are the variables, ∆ is the operator of the change, 

α,ß,λ,δ1 are the parameters and wt is the error term. 

important coefficients for the vec model are α, the indicator of the 
speed of adjustment to equilibrium and ß, the long-run relationship 
coefficient. the indicator of the speed of adjustment to equilibrium 
shows in percentage points the speed at which relative prices move 
toward restoring the equilibrium over the following period, in case 
of deviation from this level. so, α should be negative, less than 
one, whereas the long-term relationship coefficient shows relative 
price elasticity in terms of long-run relative productivity. 

- the relation between Rp� and lp� is given by the following 
equation.

d(loG(pR�)) = c(�)*( loG(pR�(-�)) - 0.009*loG(lp�(-�)) - 
0.009*@tRend(9�Q�) + 0.00�) +c(2)*d(loG(pR�(-�)))+ + 
c(�)*d(loG(pR�(-�))) + c(9)*d(loG(lp�(-�)))+ c(�0)

system: sys_pR�_lp�
estimation method: least squares
sample: �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �0
total system (balanced) observations �0

coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
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c(�) -0.�2�9�� 0.����29 -�.77�99� 0.000�
c(2) 0.�209�� 0.�2���� �.���799 0.002�
c(�) 0.�����9 0.�2��97 �.77�72� 0.0009
c(9) -0.0���9� 0.00�0�9 -2.297��� 0.0�02
c(�0) 0.002��7 0.00�7�0 0.��299� 0.�009

determinant residual covariance 0.0002��

R-squared 0.7��7��  mean dependent var 0.0����2
Adjusted R-squared 0.�7�7�7  s.d. dependent var 0.029���
s.e. of regression 0.0��9��  sum squared resid 0.007���
durbin-Watson stat �.�9����

 

it results from the estimated equation that there exists a long-run 
relationship between relative prices and relative productivity. in this 
case, the return to equilibrium coefficient c(�) (-0.�2) indicates 
that in case of deviation from equilibrium, relative prices would turn 
at this level within the following quarter, at �2 percent. Also, in the 
long run, relative prices would be affected by 0.09 percent from a 
�0 percent relative productivity growth. 

in the short run, relative prices would react by �2 and �7 percent 
to a positive shock of these prices in the preceding periods, whereas 
they would decrease by 2 percent to a relative productivity shock. 
the short-term behaviour of relative prices is affected mainly from 
their performance in the past periods, rather than from relative 
productivity. 

- the relationship between Rp2 and lp� is given by the 
following equation.

d(loG(pR2)) = c(�)*( loG(pR2(-�)) - 0.002*loG(lp�(-�)) 
- 0.00�*@tRend(9�Q�) + 0.00�) + c(2)*d(loG(pR2(-�))) 
+c(�)*d(loG(pR2(-�)))+ c(9)*d(loG(lp�(-�)))+ c(�0)

system: sys_pR_2_lp�
sample: �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �0
total system (balanced) observations �0

coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
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c(�) -0.�����0 0.��72�� -�.��2�02 0.0000
c(2) 0.������ 0.097�29 �.���0�� 0.0000
c(�) 0.����7� 0.0972�� �.�9�0�� 0.000�
c(9) -0.0099�� 0.00�2�0 -�.����0� 0.070�
c(�0) 0.000�99 0.0020�� 0.2�77�� 0.77�9

determinant residual covariance 9.�2e-0�

R-squared 0.���929  mean dependent var 0.00�7��
Adjusted R-squared 0.��79��  s.d. dependent var 0.027272
s.e. of regression 0.0�0���  sum squared resid 0.002�27
durbin-Watson stat �.������

Relative productivity elasticity to relative prices Rp2 is 0.02. this 
means that an increase by �0 percent of the lp� would augment 
pR2 by 0.2 percent. the return to equilibrium coefficient -0.�� 
indicates that the adjustment to equilibrium takes place quickly. At 
the meantime, the response of relative prices Rp2 to shocks on their 
past performance and on relative productivity are obtained from 
the coefficients c(2), c(�) and c(9). 

- the relationship between Rp� and lp� is given by the 
following equation:

d(loG(pR�)) = c(�)*( loG(pR�(-�)) + 0.0�*loG(lp�(-�)) 
- 0.0�*@tRend(9�Q�) + 0.0�) + c(2)*d(loG(pR�(-�))) + 
c(�)*d(loG(pR�(-�))) + c(9)*d(loG(lp�(-�))) + c(�0)

system: sys_pR�_lp�
estimation method: least squares
sample: �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �2
total system (balanced) observations �2

coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 

c(�) -0.��20�� 0.�����2 -�.2�92�7 0.0002
c(2) 0.���0�2 0.20702� �.0�2�79 0.00�9
c(�) 0.�0���� 0.�7��9� 2.�0��2� 0.0292
c(9) -0.0�2777 0.0���70 -�.������ 0.2�27
c(�0) 0.00�0�9 0.00���� 0.���7�0 0.���0
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determinant residual covariance 0.000��2

R-squared 0.�00�0�  mean dependent var 0.0�207�
Adjusted R-squared 0.�2�277  s.d. dependent var 0.0�����
s.e. of regression 0.02�902  sum squared resid 0.0���2�
durbin-Watson stat �.92��7�

 

there exists a long run relationship between Rp� and lp�. in this 
case, the return to equilibrium coefficient (-0.��) indicates that, in 
case of deviation from equilibrium, relative prices would turn to 
equilibrium at �� percent within the coming quarter. Also, in the 
long run, a �0 percent growth of relative productivity would bring 
about 0.� percent relative price rise. 

- the relationship between Rp� and lp� is given by the 
following equation.

 
d(loG(pR�)) = c(�)*( loG(pR�(-�)) + 0.02*loG(lp�(-
�)) - 0.00�*@tRend(9�Q�) + 0.0�) + c(2)*d(loG(pR�(-
�))) + c(�)*d(loG(pR�(-�))) + c(�)*d(loG(pR�(-�))) + 
c(9)*d(loG(lp�(-�))) + c(�0)

system: sys_pR�_lp�
estimation method: least squares
sample: �999Q2 200�Q�
included observations: ��
total system (balanced) observations ��

coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
c(�) -0.9���7� 0.�0���� -9.������ 0.0000
c(2) 0.��0��� 0.��7��� �.2����2 0.0000
c(�) 0.������ 0.���90� �.00�07� 0.00�0
c(�) 0.�0079� 0.0�72�� �.9�0�2� 0.0000
c(9) 0.0�200� 0.00���2 2.�2��29 0.0���
c(�0) -0.00270� 0.002��9 -�.0�29�2 0.�02�

determinant residual covariance 0.000�0�

R-squared 0.�77��7  mean dependent var 0.00��0�
Adjusted R-squared 0.��27�0  s.d. dependent var 0.029��9
s.e. of regression 0.0�����  sum squared resid 0.00�2��
durbin-Watson stat �.��0��0
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there exists a long run relationship between relative prices 
measured by the Rp� and relative productivity estimated by the 
lp�. the indicator measuring the speed of return c(�) denotes 
that relative prices would close the gap versus the equilibrium 
level during the coming period of time, by 9� percent. in the long 
run, �0 percent relative productivity growth would bring about 0.2 
percent relative price rise. 

in the short run, relative price response to a positive shock of 
relative prices over past periods - Rp�(-�), Rp�(-�) and Rp�(-�) 
- would be ��, �� and �0 percent rise, respectively, whereas a �0 
percent lp� growth would bring about 0.�2 percent relative price 
rise. it is obvious that short-run relative price behaviour is affected 
mainly from their performance in the preceding periods rather than 
from relative productivity. 

 
9.� Results estimAtinG tHe RelAtive pRice And RelAtive 
pRoductivity RelAtionsHip. inteRnAtionAl Bs effect 

9.�.� testing the series for stationarity, using the Adf test

Relative	prices	PR_ex=ICK/HCPI
null Hypothesis: pR_ex has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.0�����  0.020�
test critical values: �% level -�.��9��0

�% level -�.��7�27
�0% level -�.2292�0

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
 

SERIES	 OF	 CROSS-COUNTRY	 RELATIVE	 PRODUCTIVITIES	 VE	
LP(i)_EX

LP1_EX=LP1/LP1_EU
null Hypothesis: lp�_ex has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)
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t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -2.7���22  0.220�
test critical values: �% level -�.29�729

�% level -�.����79
�0% level -�.2����2

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.

LP2_EX=LP2/LP1_EU
null Hypothesis: lp2_ex has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: 7 (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -7.99����  0.0000
test critical values: �% level -�.�2�979

�% level -�.��0�2�
�0% level -�.22����

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
	

LP3_EX=LP3/LP1_EU
null Hypothesis: lp�_ex has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: 7 (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.��7��9  0.000�
test critical values: �% level -�.�2�979

�% level -�.��0�2�
�0% level -�.22����

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
 

LP4_EX=LP1/LP2_EU
null Hypothesis: lp�_ex has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -2.7��9��  0.227�
test critical values: �% level -�.29�729

�% level -�.����79
�0% level -�.2����2

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
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LP5_EX=LP2/LP2_EU
null Hypothesis: lp�_ex has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: 7 (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.07�02�  0.0000
test critical values: �% level -�.�2�979

�% level -�.��0�2�
�0% level -�.22����

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
 

LP6_EX=LP3/LP2_EU
null Hypothesis: lp�_ex has a unit root
exogenous: constant, linear trend
lag length: � (Automatic based on Aic, mAxlAG=9)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -2.��90��  0.���0
test critical values: �% level -�.��9��0

�% level -�.��7�27
�0% level -�.2292�0

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
 

9.�.2 Results estimating relative price and relative productivity 
relationship by ols method 

EQUATION	6.2.1/A
dependent variable: loG(pR_ex)
sample (adjusted): �999Q2 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
newey-west HAc standard errors & covariance (lag truncation=�)
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
loG(pR_ex(-�)) 0.�2���� 0.0���0� �.��0��� 0.0000
loG(eR(-�)) 0.��0�7� 0.��2��� 2.��0��� 0.02�9
loG(lp2_ex) 0.0�0��� 0.00��2� 7.������ 0.0000
c -0.0��27� 0.00��2� -�.7���70 0.000�
R-squared 0.�9�99�  mean dependent var 0.007��9
Adjusted R-squared 0.����0�  s.d. dependent var 0.02��9�
s.e. of regression 0.0���09  Akaike info criterion -�.�����9
sum squared resid 0.00�7��  schwarz criterion -�.������
log likelihood ��.7�7��  f-statistic ��.27�7�
durbin-watson stat �.��79�0  prob(f-statistic) 0.0000��
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dependent variable: loG(pR_ex)
sample (adjusted): �999Q2 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
white Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors & covariance
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
loG(pR_ex(-�)) 0.��72�9 0.0�7��� �.9�9�72 0.0000
loG(eR(-�)) 0.�9���� 0.��77�� 2.���229 0.0�27
loG(lp�_ex) 0.0��222 0.002��9 �.��7�0� 0.000�
c -0.00�2�� 0.00���� -�.9�0��0 0.0�79

R-squared 0.�9����  mean dependent var 0.007��9
Adjusted R-squared 0.���70�  s.d. dependent var 0.02��9�
s.e. of regression 0.0��90�  Akaike info criterion -�.�2����
sum squared resid 0.00��29  schwarz criterion -�.��9��2
log likelihood ��.���9�  f-statistic ��.0�2�7
durbin-watson stat �.�2����  prob(f-statistic) 0.0000�9

dependent variable: loG(pR_ex)
sample (adjusted): �999Q2 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
newey-west HAc standard errors & covariance (lag truncation=�)
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
loG(pR_ex(-�)) 0.�27��� 0.0���77 �.���97� 0.0000
loG(lp�_ex) 0.0�0��� 0.00��72 7.����7� 0.0000
loG(eR(-�)) 0.���29� 0.������ 2.�����7 0.02�0
c -0.0����2 0.00���7 -�.�7��0� 0.000�

R-squared 0.�007��  mean dependent var 0.007��9
Adjusted R-squared 0.����97  s.d. dependent var 0.02��9�
s.e. of regression 0.0��7��  Akaike info criterion -�.������
sum squared resid 0.00����  schwarz criterion -�.����2�
log likelihood ��.90���  f-statistic ��.��270
durbin-watson stat �.���79�  prob(f-statistic) 0.0000��

EQUATION	6.2.1/B
dependent variable: dloG(pR_ex)
sample (adjusted): �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �0 after adjustments
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
dloG(pR_ex(-2)) -0.��0��2 0.������ -�.���092 0.0000
dloG(eR(-�)) 0.����27 0.0����2 2.2����� 0.0�2�
dloG(lp2_ex(-�)) 0.0�2��� 0.00�92� �.7����� 0.0���
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c -9.��e-0� 0.002��� -0.0����2 0.9�9�

R-squared 0.�79���  mean dependent var 0.000�79
Adjusted R-squared 0.��2��7  s.d. dependent var 0.02����
s.e. of regression 0.0�2��7  Akaike info criterion -�.7�2�9�
sum squared resid 0.00�27�  schwarzwcriterion -�.���7�7
log likelihood 90.2��90  f-statistic ��.��9��
durbin-watson stat 2.0�����  prob(f-statistic) 0.00000�
dependent variable: dloG(pR_ex)
sample (adjusted): �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �0 after adjustments
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 

dloG(pR_ex(-2)) -0.���70� 0.�09��� -�.0�900� 0.0000
dloG(eR(-�)) 0.�977�� 0.07��99 2.�2�99� 0.0�7�
dloG(lp�_ex(-�)) 0.0��277 0.007��� �.�9��22 0.0�97
c 0.000��� 0.002��2 0.�����7 0.�9�0

R-squared 0.�����9  mean dependent var 0.000�79
Adjusted R-squared 0.��7��7  s.d. dependent var 0.02����
s.e. of regression 0.0�2729  Akaike info criterion -�.7�����
sum squared resid 0.00�2��  schwarz criterion -�.�79��0
log likelihood 90.�9�0�  f-statistic ��.7���0
durbin-Watson stat 2.0�22��  prob(f-statistic) 0.00000�

dependent variable: dloG(pR_ex)
sample (adjusted): �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �0 after adjustments
variable coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
dloG(pR_ex(-�)) 0.�9��79 0.09�7�� 7.2���9� 0.0000
dloG(lp�_ex(-�)) 0.0����� 0.00�0�� �.�7���� 0.07��
dloG(eR(-�)) 0.������ 0.07��9� 2.���0�� 0.02��
c -0.000�27 0.002��� -0.�9902� 0.����

R-squared 0.7��2�0  mean dependent var 0.000�79
Adjusted R-squared 0.722��7  s.d. dependent var 0.02����
s.e. of regression 0.0��290  Akaike info criterion -�.00���2
sum squared resid 0.00����  schwarz criterion -�.��9���
log likelihood 9�.092�2  f-statistic 2�.�7277
durbin-watson stat 2.�2��79  prob(f-statistic) 0.000000
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9.�.� Results estimating relative price and relative productivity 
relationship by vecm method

9.�.�.� cointegration johansen test

sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
series: pR_ex lp�_ex eR 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
unrestricted cointegration Rank test (trace)
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**
none *  0.���9��  �2.�00�2  �2.9��2�  0.00�9
At most �  0.2��70�  �7.�90��  2�.�72��  0.�72�
At most 2  0.200���  7.�9��2�  �2.��79�  0.�0��

 trace test indicates � cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.0� level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values

 

sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
series: pR_ex lp�_ex eR 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**
none *  0.7�2999  �7.�0�77  �2.9��2�  0.0000
At most �  0.����2�  2�.��0��  2�.�72��  0.0702
At most 2  0.2�7��7  �.����9�  �2.��79�  0.22�7

 trace test indicates � cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.0� level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values

 

sample (adjusted): �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �� after adjustments
trend assumption: linear deterministic trend (restricted)
series: pR_ex lp�_ex eR 
lags interval (in first differences): � to �
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
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no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**
none *  0.�7�0�7  �0.�2���  �2.9��2�  0.000�
At most �  0.���0��  2�.99�2�  2�.�72��  0.��09
At most 2  0.������  7.0�����  �2.��79�  0.����

 trace test indicates � cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.0� level
 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values

9.�.�.2 vec model

Given that relative productivity series lp�_ex, lp�_ex and lp�_ex 
did not result stationary at level, we will use the vec model to 
estimate the Bs effect, as in the case of estimating the Bs domestic 
effect. 

- lp�_ex relationship

d(loG(pR_ex)) = c(�)*( loG(pR_ex(-�)) + 0.0�*loG(lp�_
ex(-�)) + 0.�*eR_R(-�) - 0.00�*@tRend(9�Q�) + 0.02 
) + c(2)*d(loG(pR_ex(-�))) + c(�)*d(loG(pR_ex(-�))) + 
c(�)*d(loG(lp�_ex(-�))) + c(�)*d(loG(eR(-�))) + c(�)

system: sys_lp�_ex_R
estimation method: least squares
sample: �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �0
total system (balanced) observations �0

coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
c(�) -0.���7�9 0.���7�9 -2.9�7�0� 0.00�9
c(2) 0.��900� 0.���2�� 2.�7��0� 0.0���
c(�) 0.��7��� 0.��02�0 �.�9���� 0.000�
c(�) 0.0����2 0.00���7 2.079�9� 0.0���
c(�) 0.20�2�� 0.0��92� �.��9299 0.00�2
c(�) -0.000��� 0.00�972 -0.29���� 0.7�99
determinant residual covariance �.�2e-0�

R-squared 0.�0���9  mean dependent var 0.000�79
Adjusted R-squared 0.7�99��  s.d. dependent var 0.02����
s.e. of regression 0.0�0�02  sum squared resid 0.002��7
durbin-Watson stat 2.��7���
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the return to equilibrium parameter is (-0.��), so one percent 
deviation of relative prices would turn to equilibrium within the 
following quarter, at �� percent. the coefficient of the long run 
relationship indicated that �0 percent relative productivity growth 
would be translated into 0.� percent relative price growth for this 
time frame. it results out of the short run dynamics that relative price 
behaviour is affected mainly by past series itself and by exchange 
rate developments (the coefficient before this variable indicates 
that a �0 percent depreciation of the lek/euro exchange rate would 
augment relative prices by about 2� percent within the year). in the 
meantime, relative productivity elasticity to relative prices is 0.0�. 
Relative productivity growth by �0 percent would bring about 0.� 
percent relative price rise in the following quarter. similarly are 
interpreted the equations that model the relationship between two 
estimations of the relative productivity between Albania and the 
euro area (lp�_ex and lp�_ex) and the relative prices estimated 
by pR_ex.

- lp�_ex relationship 

d(pR_ex) = c(�)*( pR_ex(-�) + 0.02*lp�_ex(-�) + 0.�*eR_R(-�) 
- 0.00�*@tRend(9�Q�) - 0.9) c(2)*d(pR_ex(-�)) + c(�)*d(pR_
ex(-�)) + c(�)*d(lp�_ex(-�)) + + c(�)*d(loG(eR(-�))) + c(�)

system: sys_lp�_ex_R
estimation method: least squares
sample: �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �0
total system (balanced) observations �0

coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
c(�) -0.27�920 0.�2���2 -2.20���� 0.0�70
c(2) 0.2���2� 0.���202 2.0�92�2 0.0�2�
c(�) 0.������ 0.������ �.���2�� 0.000�
c(�) 0.00�9�� 0.00�797 2.2����0 0.0���
c(�) 0.2��70� 0.0702�7 �.0��209 0.00��
c(�) -0.000��� 0.002090 -0.��9��� 0.�7��

determinant residual covariance 0.000�00

R-squared 0.77�0�2  mean dependent var 0.000�92
Adjusted R-squared 0.729�97  s.d. dependent var 0.02��9�
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s.e. of regression 0.0�����  sum squared resid 0.00�000
durbin-Watson stat 2.��2���

- lp�_ex relation 

d(pR_ex) = c(�)*( pR_ex(-�) + 0.0�*lp�_ex(-�) + 0.�*eR_
R(-�) - 0.00�*@tRend(9�Q�) - 0.9) + c(2)*d(pR_ex(-�)) + 
c(�)*d(pR_ex(-�)) + c(�)*d(lp�_ex(-�))+ c(�)*d(eR_R(-�)) + 
c(�)

system: sys_lp�_ex_R
estimation method: least squares
sample: �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: �0
total system (balanced) observations �0

coefficient std. error t-statistic prob. 
c(�) -0.�0�20� 0.�2���7 -2.�9�0�� 0.02��
c(2) 0.2���00 0.���2�� 2.�299�9 0.0���
c(�) 0.�02�79 0.�002�� �.0�2�2� 0.0000
c(�) 0.00���� 0.002��9 2.0���2� 0.0��2
c(�) 0.20���� 0.0����� �.077��� 0.00�2
c(�) -0.000��9 0.00�9�� -0.27�9�� 0.7��2

determinant residual covariance �.��e-0�

R-squared 0.�0�7�0  mean dependent var 0.000�92
Adjusted R-squared 0.7���77  s.d. dependent var 0.02��9�
s.e. of regression 0.0�0���  sum squared resid 0.002��9
durbin-Watson stat 2.��22�2

 

the results estimating relative price and productivity relationship 
by disaggregation ReeR method 

9.�.� testing the series for stationarity, using the Adf test

null Hypothesis: d(ReeR_Bs) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: 0 (Automatic based on sic, mAxlAG=7)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.�097�0  0.00��
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test critical values: �% level -�.���7�0
�% level -2.9�7��0
�0% level -2.��7���

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.

null Hypothesis: d(ReeR) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (Automatic based on sic, mAxlAG=7)

t-statistic  prob.*
Augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -9.2���27  0.0000
test critical values: �% level -�.���7�0

�% level -2.9�7��0
�0% level -2.��7���

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.

9.�.�. (johansen cointagration test summary

sample: �99�Q� 200�Q�
included observations: ��
series: ReeR ReeR_Bs
lags interval: � to 2
data trend: none none linear linear Quadratic
test type no intercept intercept intercept intercept intercept

no trend no trend no trend trend trend
trace � 2 0 0 0
max-eig � 2 � 0 0
 *critical values based on mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999)

 

cointegration vector Results 
sample: �999Q� 200�Q�
included observations: ��
trend assumption: no deterministic trend
series: ReeR ReeR_Bs
lags interval (in first differences): � to 2
unrestricted cointegration Rank test (trace)
Hypothesized trace 0.0�
no. of ce(s) eigenvalue statistic critical value prob.**
none *  0.2�2���  �2.�����  �2.�2090  0.0�9�
At most �  0.���0�2  �.�7��0�  �.�2990�  0.0��2
 trace test indicates � cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.0� level
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 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.0� level
 **mackinnon-Haug-michelis (�999) p-values
normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)
ReeR ReeR_Bs
 �.000000 -0.020�72

 (0.0���9)

Adjustment coefficients (standard error in parentheses)
d(ReeR -0.00900�

 (0.0���2)
d(ReeR_Bs)  -0.���79

 (0.0�0��)
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endnotes

*	Evelina	Çeliku,	Rajna	Hoxholli,	Monetary	Policy	Department,	
Bank	of	Albania.

The	views	in	this	paper	are	of	the	authors	and	do	not	necessarily	
reflect	those	of	the	Bank	of	Albania.

1	Analogue	terms	would	be:	exchangeable	and	non-exchangeable.
2	According	to	 this	 theory,	 the	economy	of	a	country	 is	divided	

into	two	sectors,	i.e.	the	tradable	and	non-tradable	sectors.	
3	In	such	a	case	Albania	is	included.	
4	For	example,	transition	economies,	candidate	countries,	those	

aspiring	EU	membership.	
5	One	or	all	the	EU	member	states.	
6	Mihajljek	et	al.,2003;	Egert,	2004;	Rother,	2000;	Coricelli	et	

al.,	2001	etc..
7	The	research	 is	not	 focused	only	on	main	 trading	partners	of	

Albania	(Greece,	Italy,	etc.),	but	also	on	the	strategic	partner,	the	
EU.

8	Unpublished	estimates.
9	Annual	Report	2007	of	the	Bank	of	Albania.
10	Average	coefficients	to	benefit	for	each	quarter	are	respectively:	

20;	25;	26	and	29	%,	with	slight	changes	from	one	sector	of	the	
economy	to	another.	

11	Downward	unemployment	rate,	INSTAT,	2005,	2006,	2007.	
12	Internet	website	of	the	Eurostat	http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu.	
13	Albania	has	already	signed	some	important	agreements.
14	Export	figure	for	the	economy	results	as	a	weighted	average	of	

exports	with	the	sectors’	share.	
15	This	share	has	undergone	a	very	rapid	growth	over	2005-2006	

period	for	transport	and	telecommunication,	17.7	%.
16	Table	3.1,	page	9.	
17	Çeliku	and	Shtylla,	part	of	 the	material	submitted	to	 the	IMF	

Mission,	October	2006	(for	internal	use).	
18	 BoA	 working	 paper,	 Çeliku,	 2003;	 Lazar	 2005,	 material	

submitted	to	the	IMF	Mission	(for	internal	use);	Çeliku	2005,	review	
of	T	and	NT	process	(material	for	internal	use).	

19	The	simple	mean	for	 the	three	estimations	of	productivity	 for	
1998	–	2006.	

20	 Bank	 of	 Albania:	 Survey	 on	 “Consumer	 confidence	 index”,	
Special	section,	September	2004.	

21	Bank	of	Albania,	Survey	on	“Consumer	confidence	index”,	first	
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quarter,	2007.	
22	To	understand	 the	reader:	 in	 the	 first	case	 the	 transport	and	

telecommunication	 are	 included	 in	 the	 tradable	 sector(Dif_T_NT)	
and	in	the	second	case	in	that	of	the	NT	(Dif_T_NT_1).

23	The	wage	ratio	refers	to	the	period	of	2000	–	2004.	Annual	
frequency	data,	INSTAT:	ASN	and	LSMS	(2004).

24	 Bank	 of	 Albania:	 Regional	 survey	 on	 “Regional	 economic	
activity	 of	 businesses”	 T3	 –	2005	and	 T1	 –	2007.	 The	data	 are	
quarterly	and	for	first	three	quarters,	they	are	results	of	the	testing	
stage	of	the	respective	survey.	Therefore,	they	are	less	comparable	
to	the	results	of	the	preceding	stages.	

25	Vector	Error	Correction	Model.
26	In	the	ADF	test,	the	lags	were	selected	to	minimise	the	Akaike	

Information	Criteria	and	the	trend	and	the	intercept	were	included	
in	the	estimation,	taking	into	account	the	series	chart.	

27	The	estimating	technique	for	non-stationary	series	is	reported	
at	Appendix	9.5.2.	

28	The	data	on	other	 countries	are	obtained	 from	 the	 research	
by	Mihaljek	and	Klau	(2003).	They	belong	to	a	broader	database	
both,	in	time	and	variety.	Anyway,	the	estimation	approach	is	almost	
the	same.	

29	 The	data	 in	 the	 last	 column	are	 interpreted	as	 follows:	of	 a	
rise	 by	 one	 unit	 in	 the	 overall	 price	 level,	 x	 unit	 is	 explained	 by	
productivity	differential.	 x	 is	obtained	 from	 the	 last	column	of	 the	
table.	

30	Average	of	the	ß	coefficients	of	the	third	of	Table	6.
31	Average	of	ß	coefficients	of	the	sixth	column	of	Table	6.
32	The	use	of	CPI-based	(PPI)	REER,	(in	Çeliku,	2006	–	unpublished	

material)	has	not	given	any	accurate	results;	 therefore,	 it	has	not	
been	taken	into	consideration	in	this	paper.	

33	According	to	3.2.9	relation.
34	 According	 to	 stipulation	 that	 a	 decrease	 in	 the	 REER	 index	

implies	national	currency’s	appreciation.	
35	REER_G5,	takes	into	consideration	even	Turkey	and	China	(with	

which	trade	exchanges	are	effected	in	usd).	The	reasons	supporting	
this	new	approach	of	BS	effect	estimation	are	explained	earlier	in	
the	paper.	

36	 According	 to	 Egert,	 2003,	 the	 rent	 price	 for	 the	 transition	
countries	 is	 subject	 to	 a	 slow	 process	 of	 adjustment	 to	 market	
prices.	These	economies	are	characterised	by	a	conditioned	supply	
for	construction,	which	is	associated	with	the	bubble	phenomenon.
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